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Abstract
Mechanical metamaterials are structures whose carefully constructed
geometry allows for unusual mechanical response. It has been shown
that local rigidity and softness in isostatic structures may be described
by a topologically protected polarization field. Here we exhaustively
characterize a class of 3D lattices based on the 2D kagome lattice. Our
main finding is a 3D metamaterial at critical mechanical stability,
whose bottom side is much floppier than its top side. We also derive a
general formula describing rigidity and softness associated to line
dislocations in 3D polarized lattices.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Rigidity plays an essential role in architectural engineering (bridge building),
but the mathematics of structural rigidity are also key in understanding me-
chanical properties of many materials, such as polymer networks and network
glasses.
When modelled as ball-and-spring network, the rigidity and softness of these
materials can be understood through comparing the degrees of freedom of the
balls to the constraints imposed by the springs.
When not enough springs are present, the material can use the excess de-
grees of freedom for collective (infinitesimal) displacements that do not stretch
or compress any of the springs (see Fig.1.1a). These zero-modes can be under-
stood from the perspective of tunable softness [8] and could serve as mecha-
nisms in molecular robotics.
On the other hand, if there is a surplus of springs, we can put a selection of
them under tensions without producing any net forces on the balls (see Fig.1.1c).
These pockets of self-stress could find applications in engineering the rigidity
(a) Soft frame. Zero-
mode indicated by the
gray dashed bonds.
(b) Marginally rigid
frame. No mechanisms or
states of self-stress.
(c) Rigid frame. State
of self-stress indicated by
the arrows.
Figure 1.1: A few examples of mechanical frames with d× N = 8 and 2+1 rigid body
movements, showing a transition from soft (NB < 8− 3) to rigid (NB > 8− 3) frames.
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and fragility of materials.
In quantitative terms, given N balls connected in d dimensions by NB springs,
the Maxwell-Calladine index theorem [11, 12] reads
N0 − NS = d× N − NB, (1.1)
where N0 counts the independent bond-length-conserving displacements and
NS counts the independent ways to put the system under self-stress. Among
these N0 zero-modes, d(d+ 1)/2 are trivial rigid translations and rotations. The
remaining zero-modes deform the structure internally and are known as mech-
anisms in engineering or floppy modes in physics. When both sides of this
equation vanish we say that our system is isostatic or Maxwellian.
Recently, a theoretical link has been established between the fields of topo-
logical insulators and that of phononic crystals, strikingly exemplified by a me-
chanical analogue for the tight-binding model of graphene [9]. Fundamentally,
this connection endows the latter field with the tools developed in quantum
electronics [3]. Particularly in the case of Maxwell lattices, direct application of
the basic topological methods will produce a topologically protected quantity
that describes zero-modes and states of self-stress at a local level [2, 6, 7].
Much of the work up to this point has focused on the two-dimensional
square and kagome lattices [1], the only three-dimensional implementation thus-
far being on the pyrochlore lattice [5]. The drawback of this lattice is that
its phonon spectrum contains Weyl lines, non-trivial structures of bulk zero-
modes, which impede straightforward application of the topological methods.
Here, we show that a different three-dimensional lattice, constructed by
stacking kagome lattices, can be deformed in such a way that its phonon spec-
trum is fully gapped. This property makes our lattice an ideal toy model in the
study topological rigidity in three-dimensional materials.
In chapters 2 and 3, we derive the theoretical background from first prin-
ciples. We introduce the Maxwell-Calladine index theorem within the context
of rigidity theory and show how in isostatic lattices the localized version of the
index takes on the form of a topologically protected polarization field.
Chapter 4 introduces the geometry under consideration, that is the gener-
alized stacked kagome lattice. Next, chapter 5 describes how Weyl lines affect
the polarization. Chapter 6 then shows that it is possible to completely gap the
generalized stacked kagome lattice. Finally, in chapter 7 we derive a general
formula describing rigidity and softness associated to line dislocations in three
dimensional gapped isostatic lattices.
6
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Chapter2
Rigidity theory
2.1 The Maxwell index
A lattice is a collection of sites (also called points, vertices) together with a col-
lection of bonds (links, edges) between them. Assuming sites and bonds are
neither destroyed nor created during our analysis, we label the sites and bonds
enumeratively by s ∈ {1, . . . , N} and β ∈ {1, . . . , NB}. Each bond β signifies a
link from a site sβ to a site s′β and can be represented by the ordered pair [sβ, s
′
β].
This completely captures the topology of our lattice.
We further add geometry by assigning equilibrium positions R(s) ∈ Rd to
all the sites. The bonds then obtain a geometric value of bβ = R(s′β)− R(sβ),
which we refer to as the separation vectors.
If we move the sites away from their initial positions, the length of the bonds
between those sites might get stretched or compressed. If the displacements
are sufficiently small compared to the lattice spacing, the relation between the
displacement and elongations can be linearised.
Theorem 1. If the displacements u are much smaller than the separations bβ then the
elongation of the bonds is given by eβ = bˆβ · (u(s′β)− u(sβ))
Proof. The elongation of a bond β is given explicitly by
eβ : = ||
(
R(s′β) + u(s
′
β)
)− (R(sβ) + u(sβ))|| − ||R(s′β)− R(sβ)||
= ||bβ + ∆βu|| − ||bβ|| , (2.1)
where we have written ∆βu = u(s′β)− u(sβ). Separation of ∆βu in parallel (∆‖βu)
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and orthogonal (∆⊥β u) components with respect to bˆβ gives
||bβ + ∆βu|| =
√
||bβ + ∆‖βu||2 + ||∆⊥β u||2 , (2.2)
which can be expanded to obtain
||bβ + ∆βu|| = ||bβ + ∆‖βu||
1+O
 ||∆⊥β u||2
||bβ + ∆‖βu||2
 . (2.3)
In the regime ||u||  ||b|| we can take the term in the square brackets to 1, to
obtain
eβ = ||bβ + ∆‖βu|| − ||bβ|| = (bβ + bˆβ · ∆βu)− bβ = bˆβ · (u(s′β)− u(sβ)). (2.4)
Similarly, varying the tension on the bonds might change the net forces on
the sites. In the case of Hookean springs this is achieved by tuning the equilib-
rium length and/or spring constant of each spring. The relation between the
forces f (s) and the tensions tβ is again linearised in the phonon limit. In fact,
one can take u to zero to obtain
f (s) = ∑
β:s∈β
−es,βbˆβtβ where es,β =
{
−1 if s = sβ
+1 if s = s′β
, (2.5)
where es,β is defined such that −es,βbˆβ always points away from s. If we extend
es,β to be zero whenever s is neither sβ nor s′β, we can write Eq.(2.4) and Eq.(2.5)
as
eβ =∑
s,i
es,βbˆβ,i ui(s) and fi(s) = −∑
β
es,βbˆβ,i tβ. (2.6)
This can be expressed in matrix form by collecting all displacements resp. forces
into dN-dimensional vectors and collecting all elongations resp. tensions into
NB-dimensional vectors, that is U = (u(1), . . . , u(N)), F = ( f (1), . . . , f (N)),
E = (e1, . . . , eNB) and T = (t1, . . . , tNB). Then Eq.(2.6) becomes
E = QTU and F = −QT, (2.7)
where the elements of the NB × dN-dimensional rigidity matrix Q are given by
Q(s,i),β = es,βbˆβ,i. The rigidity matrix Q is also called equilibrium matrix, and its
transpose is often denoted C and called the compatibility matrix.
8
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The rigidity matrix is an interesting object, as it gives us some insights on
how the geometry affects the behaviour of the system, before any specific dy-
namics are introduced. In particular, the null-space of QT consists of non-zero
displacements that do not elongate any bonds (up to first order in the displace-
ment). If the only energy cost of deformations comes from stretching the bonds,
these displacements can be excited spontaneously. As such we call them floppy
modes, or zero-modes. It is important to remark that, since we are working in
the linearised limit, we are dealing with infinitesimal displacements. The corre-
sponding finite displacements might still stretch bonds.
Similarly the null-space of Q consists of non-zero bond tensions that do not
give rise to any net forces on sites. This gives a configuration of the lattice where
all sites are in equilibrium while some bonds are under tension. As such we call
these states of self-stress. We denote the number of independent zero-modes by
N0 and the number of independent states of self-stress by NS.
Because Q and QT are very intimately related, so are their kernels. In fact,
using the rank-nullity theorem we have
rkQ = dim domQ − nullQ = NB − NS
rkQT = dim domQT − nullQT = dN − N0
, (2.8)
which, by equality of column and row rank, reduces to the generalized Maxwell
relation:
ν = N0 − NS = dN − NB. (2.9)
This genuinely remarkable equality tells us that the difference between the num-
ber of zero-modes and the number of states of self-stress only depends on the
number of sites and bonds in the lattice. All global deformations of the lattice
that do not remove or add sites or bonds - changing the equilibrium positions
or reconnecting bonds - keep ν invariant. As such, these deformations can only
produce or destroy zero-modes and states of self-stress in pairs.
When ν is positive the lattice has more zero-modes than states of self-stress,
implying a certain softness or malleability. On the other hand, negative ν im-
plies a certain level of rigidity. When ν is zero each site has on average as many
constraints as degrees of freedom, which we recognise as the isostatic condition.
Lattices at this point of critical rigidity are also called Maxwellian.
2.2 Hamiltonian considerations
Let us consider the case where the bonds are Hookean springs with spring con-
stant k and equilibrium length equalling the separation length ||bβ||. Then by
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Hooke’s law and Eq.(2.7) the potential energy contained in the lattice is
Epot =
k
2
ETE =
k
2
UTQQTU. (2.10)
Which gives rise to the equation of motion
U¨ = − k
m
DU with D = QQT, (2.11)
where D is called the dynamic matrix. Clearly, calling the zero-eigenvectors of
QT zero-energy modes, is only truly apt if they agree with the zero-eigenvectors
of D. One inclusion, Ker(QT) ⊂ Ker(D), is trivial from Eq.(2.11). Conversely, if
U /∈ Ker(QT) then from
0 6= 〈QTU|QTU〉 = 〈U|QQTU〉 = 〈U|DU〉 (2.12)
we find U /∈ Ker(D). So indeed the kernels agree.
An interesting link to supersymmetry is discovered by expressing the equa-
tion of motion Eq.(2.11) in the form of a Schro¨dinger equation i ddtψ = Hψ
through
ψ =
(
iU˙
QTU
)
and H =
√
k
m
(
0 Q
QT 0
)
. (2.13)
In a certain sense this Hamiltonian is a Dirac inspired square root of the dynam-
ical matrix, since
H2 =
(
QQT 0
0 QTQ
)
=
(
D 0
0 D˜
)
. (2.14)
Noting that DQ = QD˜ and D˜QT = QTD it is easy to see that D˜ has the same
non-zero eigenvalues as D. Hence the non-zero eigenvalues ofH are the square
roots of the eigenvalues of D, all with doubled multiplicity.
On the other hand, the space of zero-eigenvectors ofH is spanned by (U, 0NB)
and (0dN, T), for U in the kernel of QT and T in the kernel of Q. Hence the nul-
lity ofH is the sum of the nullities of Q and QT.
In our supersymmetry analogy, the zero-energy modes are the super-partners
of the states of self-stress, and can be distinguished by the parity operator (−1)F =
diag(1dN,−1NB). Explicitly, zero-modes (U, 0NB) are simultaneous eigenvectors
of H and (−1)F with the eigenvalues 0 and +1. Similarly, states of self-stress
(0dN, T) are simultaneous eigenvectors with the eigenvalues 0 and −1.
Now we can use the tools of supersymmetry to re-express the Maxwell index
theorem. Particularly we use the fact that for normal matrices A
dim kerA = lim
e→0
e tr(A + eI)−1. (2.15)
10
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For finite matrices this is easily seen by letting e range over values larger than
zero but smaller than the smallest positive eigenvalue of A (to ensure the invert-
ibility of A + e). Then it is immediate that if A is normal, then so is (A + eI)−1.
Writing the trace as a sum over the eigenvalues λi of A we find
lim
e→0
tr
e
A + e
=
n
∑
i=1
lim
e→0
e
λi + e
=
n
∑
i=1
δ0,λi = dim kerA. (2.16)
Applying this to the normal matrices D and D˜ we find
N0 − NS = dim kerD− dim kerD˜ = lim
e→0
[
e
D + e
− e
D˜ + e
]
. (2.17)
Even more succinctly, since the zeroes of D and D˜ are zeroes ofH, distinguished
by their eigenvalue from (−1)F we can write
ν = N0 − NS = lim
e→0
[
(−1)F eH+ e
]
. (2.18)
While this equation is somewhat unwieldy for the global generalized Maxwell
index, it provides a good starting point for localizing the Maxwell index, as
considered in section 3.3.
2.3 Periodic lattices
Although the above theory applies in the more general case, it is often useful to
consider the case of infinite periodic lattices.
Periodic lattices are constructed out of unit cells containing n sites at posi-
tions R1, . . . ,Rn. These unit cells are then arranged periodically along primitive
vectors ai, . . . , ad, such that the complete set of lattice sites is given by
R(s, `) = Rs +
d
∑
i=1
`iai, (2.19)
where ` ∈ Zd is the lattice index, enumerating the different unit cells. The
bonds can then be defined by nB triples of the form
β = [sβ, s′β,∆`β] such that bβ,` = R(s
′
β, `+ ∆`β)− R(sβ, `). (2.20)
Note that by the periodicity of the lattice we have bβ,` = bβ,`′ for any two lattice
indexes `, `′. Hence we can drop the lattice index without loss of generality.
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The problem with considering infinite lattices is off course that our displace-
ment and tension vectors become infinitely long as well. It is then natural to
adopt a basis of plane waves satisfying
uq(s, `) = eιq·∑i `iaiuq(s, 0), (2.21)
where Uq(`) = (uq(1, `), . . . , uq(n, `)) is now a finite, but q dependent vec-
tor. We use ι =
√−1 for the imaginary unit, to allow i the role of index. For
displacements of this form the bonds get elongated by
eq(β, `) = bˆβ ·
(
uq(s′β, `+ ∆`β)− uq(sβ, `)
)
= bˆβ ·∑
s
es,β uq(s, `+ δs,s′β∆`β)
=∑
s,i
bˆβ,ies,β exp
[
ι δs,s′β
q ·∑
j
(∆`β)jaj
]
uq,i(s, `), (2.22)
where δs,s′β is 1 if s = s
′
β and zero otherwise, and es,β is ±1 if s is either s′β
(+) or sβ (-) and zero otherwise. Collecting the bond elongations into the finite
vector Eq(`) = (eq(1, `), . . . , eq(nB, `)) we obtain the wave-number dependent
relationship between the displacements and bond elongations
Eq(`) = C(q)Uq(`), (2.23)
where we notice that the compatibility matrix is finite-dimensional and inde-
pendent of the lattice index `. Similarly we can collect the tensions in a nB-
dimensional vector Tq(`) and the forces in a dn-dimensional vector Fq(`) to
obtain
− Fq(`) = Q(q)Tq(`), (2.24)
with the Bloch representation of the rigidity matrix given by
Q(s,i),β(q) = es,βbˆβ,i exp
[
−ι δs,s′β q ·∑
d
j=1(∆`β)jaj
]
(2.25)
and C = Q†. Again through the rank-nullity theorem we can find a wave-
number dependent form of the Maxwell theorem
ν(q) = n0(q)− nS(q) = dn− nB. (2.26)
Finally we have to say a word about rigid transformations. For a finite lattice
it is clear that moving all sites simultaneously in the same direction, or rotating
all sites around a central point does not stretch any bonds. For periodic lattices
the chosen boundary conditions prevent rigid rotations from being zero-energy,
12
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as the choice of primitive vectors breaks rotational symmetry. However, rigid
translations still remain free. That is, let u0(s, `) = v for some v ∈ Rd, then
e0(β, `) =∑
s,i
bˆβ,i es,β e0 vi = (esβ,β + es′β,β)bˆβ · v = 0. (2.27)
So U0 = (v, v, . . . , v) is a zero-eigenvector of C(0) for any v ∈ Rd. As such we
see that
n0(0) = null C(0) ≥ d. (2.28)
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Chapter3
Topological mechanics
One of the most powerful ways to understand physical systems is through de-
termining their invariants. In complex systems these conserved quantities give
us some foothold to aid both our intuition as well as our calculations.
Most famously, one can find time-invariant quantities by studying continu-
ous symmetries. Any continuous transformation of the system that leaves the
Lagrangian invariant corresponds through Noether’s theorem to a quantity g
that satisfies ddt g = 0. The connectedness of time then allows us to conclude
that the quantity described by the function g will remain the same for all time
to come (or - less poetically - until the symmetry breaks down).
In the study of quantum electronic systems it was realized that a differ-
ent class of invariants can be found by considering the discrete symmetries of
particle-hole duality and time-reversal symmetry. For a detailed description see
[2, 3].
In its simplest form, topological mechanics is about finding conservation
laws of the form
X
connected
g−→ Y
discrete
: g = continuous ⇐⇒ g = constant. (3.1)
While intuitively very clear, a somewhat needlessly strong proof that highlights
the generality of the above statement is included in the appendix.
Within the framework of rigidity theory, we are working with time-reversal
symmetric systems that respect the particle-hole symmetry {(−1)F,H} = 0.
This places us in the symmetry class BDI, which suggests that we should look
for winding numbers as candidates for the function g. Winding numbers are in-
tegers associated to functions that map a circle onto another circle. It expresses
how many times the function wraps around the codomain each time it traverses
the domain.
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Specifically we are looking for functions whose domain is a direct product
of the circle S1 with some other connected space X. Then, the winding number
of this map will be a map from the connected space X to the discrete space Z.
That is, for functions f : S1 × X → S1 we obtain
g = winding[ f ] : X → Z. (3.2)
The crucial realization is that Eq.(3.1) guarantees the winding number to be
constant over X as long as g is continuous.
3.1 Winding numbers of the rigidity matrix
We recall the definition of the rigidity matrix in periodic lattices:
Qs,β(k) = es,βbˆβ,i exp
[
−ι δs,s′βk · ∆`β
]
, (3.3)
where we have chosen the orthonormal basis ki = q · ai for the Brillouin zone.
Since the above expression remains invariant if k advances by 2pi in any of the
d basis directions, we can make the following identification
k ∈ [0, 2pi]d ∼= (S1)d = Td, (3.4)
i.e. the Brillouin zone is a d-torus. As such the rigidity matrix is a function of
the form
Q : (S1)d × X → MdN×NB(C), (3.5)
where X contains information on connectivity and geometry of the unit cells in
the lattice, e.g. the values of the equilibrium positions R(s). Now suppose our
lattice is Maxwellian, i.e. dn = nB, then Q(k) is a square matrix and we can take
the determinant, returning a complex number. Further, wherever det Q 6= 0
we can faithfully separate this number by magnitude and phase as det Q =
|det Q|eiφ such that
φ : (S1)d → S1 : (k1, . . . , kd) 7→ = ln det Q(k). (3.6)
Since we have d circles we have d winding numbers:
mi = windingiφ =
∮
S1i
dφ
2pi
=
∫ 2pi
0
dki
2pi
d
dki
= ln det Q(k). (3.7)
Now to the issue of continuity. From Eq.(3.3) we see that the entries of the
complex matrix valued function Q depend exponentially and thus continuously
16
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on k. Further we assume that Q depends continuously on the variables in X as
well. By the continuity of the determinant det Q(k) is continuous as well.
The crucial step is the complex logarithm. Here, we notice that the phase of
a complex continuous function can only change discontinuously if the function
passes through zero. Hence, if we suppose the path in Eq.(3.7) does not cross the
origin of the complex plane, we see that the winding numbers are the integral
of a continuous function over a compact space. By the dominated convergence
theorem, this means that the winding numbers are indeed continuous.
The take-home message is that, as long as we can guarantee that det Q 6= 0
throughout the Brillouin zone, the winding numbers mi are independent of k
and any other variables contained in X. Lattices with this property are called
gapped.
We have to mention the elephant in the room. From Eq.(2.28) we read that
det Q(0) = 0 holds trivially, meaning that det Q 6= 0 will never be realized
throughout the entire Brillouin zone. Fortunately this problem can be circum-
navigated by taking a closer look at the Brillouin zone. In two dimensions it is
easy to see that any two S1i contours can be deformed into one-another without
crossing the origin (Fig.3.1). The origin can therefore never be an obstruction to
the constantness of the winding numbers.
-π 0 π
-π
0
π
Figure 3.1: Two contours (red lines) in a two-dimensional Brillouin zone on separate
sides of the origin. On the left we have the standard visualization of the Brillouin zone
where the left-right and top-bottom edges should be identified. On the right we have
made this gluing explicit.
In two dimensions a zero-mode away from the origin can form such an ob-
struction. However in higher dimensions we have enough freedom to move
any contour around any isolated point, hence obstructions take the form of d− 2
dimensional structures of zero-modes.
In summary, we have found we can assign topological invariants to gapped,
periodic Maxwellian lattices. Now let us see what information is contained in
these invariants.
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3.2 Zero-energy edge modes
The most straightforward interpretations of the winding numbers from the pre-
vious section is in terms of zero-energy edge modes. For this, we consider wave
numbers with non-zero imaginary component, that is ki 7→ ki + ικi. Comparing
with Eq.(2.21) we see that this corresponds to exponentially decaying waves
uk+ικ(s, `) = e−`·κ eι`·k uk+ικ(s, 0). (3.8)
aj
κ j<0κ j>0
x
u
(x
)
Figure 3.2: Decay direction
dependence on κj.
Clearly on infinite lattices these waves inevitably
grow to a point where the displacement u fails to be
small with respect to the lattice spacing. However,
on finite lattices the situation is quite different.
Consider the edge of a finite lattice, for simplic-
ity let the edge be perpendicular to the j-th primitive
vector such that aj points outwards. Then, the dis-
placement vectors with negative κj will be confined
to this edge. Recalling that the index (s, `) corre-
sponds to the position Rs(`) = Rs +∑i `iai, we can
write
|uk+ικjej(x)| ∝ e−κj(x·aj). (3.9)
If κj < 0, the growth is in the direction of aj, that is towards the edge. If κj > 0,
the growth is opposite the direction of aj (see Fig.3.2). Canonically orienting
ourselves such that aj points to the right, we say that if κj is positive (negative)
it is confined to the left (right) edge with penetration depth |κj|−1. When κj = 0
the penetration depth becomes infinite, the mode neither grows nor decays and
now constitutes a lattice-spanning bulk mode.
Since the rigidity matrix only depends on the wave numbers through com-
plex exponentials eιki and e−ιki , we consider the variables zi = eι(ki+ικi). This
allows us to write
det Q(k+ ικ) = Q(z1, . . . , zk), (3.10)
for some rational function Q : Cd → C. Considering a system with only those
edges that are perpendicular to the j-th primitive vector, we must have |zi| = 1
for all i 6= j. Then |zj| < 1 corresponds to a right edge mode, |zj| > 1 to a
left edge mode and |zj| = 1 to a bulk mode, as shown in Fig.3.3. Now, we can
consider the meromorphic function
Qj : C→ C : zj 7→ Q(eιk1 , . . . , eιkj−1 , zj, eιkj+1 , . . . , eιkd), (3.11)
which depends implicitly on all (ki)i 6=j. Recalling the definition of the winding
numbers from Eq.(3.7), we know how to rewrite the winding numbers in terms
18
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k=0
k=2π
k=π
k=π/2
k=3π/2
κ>0
|z|<1
κ<0
|z|>1
Im(z)
Re(z)
Figure 3.3: The embedding of one dimension of the Brillouin zone (dashed line) in the
complex plane. The dot indicates the origin of the Brillouin zone.
of a contour integral in the complex plane
mj =
∮
S1j
dφ
2pi
=
∮
|zj|=1
d lnQj
2piι
= nrightj − prightj , (3.12)
where, to find the second equality, the real part of
∮
d lnQ can be ignored, as
ln |det Q| is a continuous real-valued function. The last equality follows from
the Cauchy argument principle, which states that this particular contour in-
tegral evaluates to the number of zeroes nrightj of Qj enclosed by the contour
(counted with multiplicity), minus the number of enclosed poles prightj of Qj
(counted with order). The superscript expresses the fact that points enclosed
by the contour satisfy |z| < 1 and thus correspond to modes confined to the
right edge.
This equation is an example of the boundary-bulk correspondence prevalent
in many applications of topological theories. In our case the winding numbers,
defined in terms of bulk-modes, give us information about the existence of zero-
energy modes confined to edges. The equation Eq.(3.12) is very reminiscent of
the Maxwell relation Eq.(2.9), with a topologically restricted constant on the left
and a difference involving zero modes on the right hand side. In fact, we will
see in the next section that there is a very strong correspondence between the
winding numbers and a localized version of the Maxwell index.
As a final note we remark that, since Qj depends implicitly on the variables
ki for i 6= j, one would naively expect this dependence to be transferred to nrightj
and prightj . However if the lattice is fully gapped we know that the left hand side
of Eq.(3.12) is topologically constant. This fixes the difference nrightj − prightj to a
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constant as well. It is interesting to consider what happens if the lattice is not
fully gapped. We will return to this question in Chapter 5.
3.3 Local rigidity in isostatic lattices
Interestingly and surprisingly the winding numbers also show up when local-
izing the Maxwell relation Eq.(2.9). To motivate this localization from a theo-
retical perspective, it is useful to think of zero-modes and states of self-stress as
mechanical analogues of electric charges. In this light the generalized Maxwell
relation is a global rigidity charge conservation law: no matter how much the
lattice is deformed the number of zero-modes can only change if the number of
states of self-stress changes by the same amount.
Continuing this analogy, it would be interesting to have an analogue for the
Gauss law in electromagnetism. That is, a rigidity polarization density function
PT such that for any region S in a periodic, gapped Maxwellian lattice the total
rigidity charge contained in the region S can be obtained through
νS =
∮
∂S
PT · dd−1S. (3.13)
We follow the argument by Kane and Lubensky and define the quantity on
the left hand side as
νS = NS0 − NSSS := null
[
ρS(r)Q†
]
− null
[
ρS(r)Q
]
, (3.14)
where r is the diagonal matrix containing the positions of the sites and the av-
erage positions of the bonds on its diagonal, and ρS : Rd → R is a smoothed
indicator function, evaluating to 1 on the interior of S, quickly dropping to zero
over the edge of S and remaining zero outside S. With Eq.(2.15) we have
νS = lim
e→0
tr
[
(−1)FρS(r) ιeH+ ιe
]
. (3.15)
We first extract the part that corresponds with the nullity in the rank-nullity
theorem, counting the bond-deficiency
νSL = lim
e→0
tr
[
(−1)FρS(r)
]
∝ dNS − NSB , (3.16)
where the subscript L indicates that this quantity concerns local counts. The
remainder νST = ν
S − νSL , called the topological count, can be expressed as
νST = lim
e→0
tr
[
(−1)FρS(r) −HH+ ιe
]
= lim
e→0
1
2
tr
[
(−1)F 1H+ ιe [ρS(r),H]
]
20
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through the anti-commutation relation
{
(−1)F,H} = 0 and the cyclic prop-
erty of the trace. We note that the commutator evaluates to zero wherever
ρS is constant, hence only the boundary of S contributes. We approximate
[ρS(r),H] ≡ [r,H] · ∇ρS(r) and assume that H is gapped along the boundary
∂S to safely let e go to zero, and obtain
νST =
1
2
tr
[
∇ρ(r) · (−1)FH−1[r,H]
]
. (3.17)
Next suppose the boundary region is periodic, so we can use the plane wave
basis detailed in Eq.(2.21) to evaluate the trace. In this basis the position op-
erator can be re-expressed as r ∼ ι∇q. For any wave number, evaluating the
commutator in this basis amounts to
(−1)FH−1[∇q,H] =
(
1 0
0 −1
)(
0 Q†−1
Q−1 0
)(
0 ∇qQ
∇qQ† 0
)
=
(
Q†−1∇qQ† 0
0 −Q−1∇qQ
)
, (3.18)
where we used [∂, V] f = (∂V) f for any potential V acting on any vector f .
Taking the trace of the above we obtain
ι
2
(
tr[Q−1∇kQ]∗ − tr[Q−1∇kQ]
)
= Im tr[Q−1∇kQ]. (3.19)
Using the corollary from Jacobi’s formula tr log = log det and the linearity of
the imaginary part and the trace we find
Im tr Q−1∇qQ = Im tr∇q log Q = ∇qIm log det Q = ∇qφ(q). (3.20)
Noting that the divergence points to the direction of steepest ascent, we see
that ∇ρ(r) evaluates to the inwards normal nˆ of the boundary ∂S.
νST =
∫
∂S
dd−1S nˆ ·
∫
BZ
ddq
(2pi)d
∇qφ(q). (3.21)
Comparing with Eq.(3.7) and Eq.(3.13) we see that our polarization charge ob-
tains the form
PT =∑
i
miai, (3.22)
where mi are the winding numbers from Eq.(3.7).
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Figure 3.4: Point dislocation in a 2D lattice. Depicted on the left is a generic 2D square
lattice where black points represent centres of unit cells. On the right the blue arrows
show the displacement field and the extra row of unit cells in red. The green circle
indicates the dislocation center.
3.4 Dislocations in periodic lattices
In order to apply the theory from the previous section, we are looking for a re-
gion of a lattice whose boundary is in a locally gapped, periodic Maxwellian lat-
tice. The trivial example is any region in a globally gapped, periodic Maxwellian
lattice. However, a fully periodic lattice is homogeneous and hence has constant
polarization and thus zero net flux through any closed boundary. This should
not be surprising, since by definition Maxwellian lattices have ν = 0, and by
homogeneity it is easy to argue that this descends to the local level νST = 0.
Hence we need to modify our lattice set-up such that the polarization is
non-constant. That is, we would like to have either the winding number or the
primitive vectors vary. The former can be accomplished by gluing two lattices
with different polarization together, creating domain walls as shown in [2].
The latter, more subtle way of creating regions of non-constant polarization
can be accomplished by introducing dislocations to the lattice. We want to make
a local distortion of the lattice in such a way that far away from that distortion
the lattice looks perfectly periodical and undisturbed. We do this by introduc-
ing a displacement function u(x) that acts on the lattice by displacing sites at
position x to the position U(x) = x+ u(x). The dislocation itself is a singularity
of the function u(x): a region L where the derivatives of u(x) are ill-defined,
that is to say a region where u is markedly not smooth. A typical example of a
22
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dislocation in a two-dimensional lattice is shown in Fig.3.4.
If we want our lattice to be periodical far away from the dislocation, we must
have that far away from L the function u(x) is nearly constant modulo primitive
vectors. For if the displacement jumps by a primitive vector ai we can still con-
nect the unit cell to the next unit cell over in the i-th direction. At these points
of discontinuity we require the derivatives of u to exist and agree in the limit on
both sides of the discontinuity, to ensure smoothness far from the dislocation.
Then, for any loop C around the defect we must have that the total change
of u around that loop is an integer multiple of primitive vectors
b :=
∫
C
du ∈∑
i
Zai. (3.23)
This quantity, called the Burgers vector [10], depends continuously on the cho-
sen path and maps to a discrete set. As such we recognise it as a topological
invariant satisfying Eq.(3.1). In fact let A be a surface such that the loop C cor-
responds to the boundary ∂A, then
b =
∫
∂A
du =
∫
A
d(du) =
∫
A
∑
i<j
[
∂i, ∂j
]
u dxi ∧ dxj. (3.24)
Since the derivatives of the displacement function are smooth away from the
dislocation, we conclude that the only part of the integral that contribute is the
region A ∩ L.
If the dimension of the dislocation is exactly two lower than the dimension
of the lattice, or more exactly if Rd \ L is homotopic to the circle, we can consci-
entiously express the integral of du over any path C as a winding number∫
C
du = bWinding(C, L), (3.25)
clearly showing its topological properties.
3.5 Rigidity charge associated to dislocations
Far away from the dislocation the lattice looks undisturbed. As the polarization
vector is a local quantity, we must have that in these regions it differs only in-
finitesimally from the dislocation-free case. Remember that the expression for
the polarization is
P(x) =∑
i
mi(x)ai(x). (3.26)
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Since the winding numbers mi are integers they cannot carry the infinitesimal
change. Hence we turn our attention to the primitive vectors.
The primitive vector field ai(x) is a constant vector field such that if x is a
position in the unit cell ai(x) is the same position in the next unit cell in the i-th
direction. Under a dislocation displacement both unit cells get deformed, hence
the origin and the destination of this vector need to be considered:
a˜i(x) = U(x+ ai)−U(x)
= ai + u(x+ ai)− u(x)
≈ ai + (ai · ∇)u(x), (3.27)
where the last step assumes that the higher derivatives are negligible.
The volume of a unit cell can be expressed as the volume of the parallelotope
constructed from the primitive vectors ai. Explicitly if we have the matrix Aij =
ai · eˆj, where {eˆi}1≤i≤d forms an orthogonal basis, then the volume is
Vcell = |det A| . (3.28)
As we know how the primitive vectors behave under the distortion we can
proceed to calculate the distorted volume
V˜cell = det[a˜1, . . . , a˜d] = det[a1 + (a1 · ∇)u, . . . , ad + (ad · ∇)u]
= det[a1, . . . , ad] +∑
i
det[a1, . . . , (ai · ∇)u, . . . , ad] +O2(∂u). (3.29)
The summation can be simplified by expansion in cofactors Cij
∑
i
det[a1, . . . , (ai · ∇)u, . . . , ad] =∑
i
∑
j
∑
k
aik∂kujCij
=∑
j
∑
k
∂kuj∑
i
aikCij =∑
j
∑
k
∂kuj(δjk det A), (3.30)
To linear order in ∂u we find
V˜cell(x) = Vcell(1+∇ · u(x)). (3.31)
Thus, if the boundary of S is taken far away from the dislocation deep inside
a region where the lattice is gapped, periodic and Maxwellian, we find with the
above expansions to first order in the displacements
νST =
∫
∂S
dd−1S
V˜cell
P˜ · nˆ =
∫
∂S
dd−1S
Vcell
nˆi
[
Pi + Pj∂jui − Pi∂juj
]
. (3.32)
24
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Using the divergence theorem this reduces to
νST =
∫
S
dV
Vcell
− ∂i
[
Pi + Pj∂jui − Pi∂juj
]
= −
∫
S
dV
Vcell
Pi
[
∂i, ∂j
]
uj. (3.33)
From this equation the relation to the Burgers vector Eq.(3.24) is clear. We see
that, in a sense, the rigidity charge is a direct consequence of a failure of partial
derivatives to commute at the dislocation singularity. Naturally, from a mathe-
matical standpoint this analysis is somewhat problematic, as the derivatives are
ill-defined at the singularity. We shall return to a mathematically more rigorous
argument in Chapter 7.
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Chapter4
The stacked kagome lattice
The theory of topological mechanics has been mostly developed on the one-
dimensional polyacetalene chain and the two-dimensional kagome lattice. The
latter case, owing its name to a weaving pattern used in traditional Japanese
basketry, is built up out of triangular unit cells arranged in such a way that the
sides of the triangles form straight lines across the lattice, as shown in Fig.4.1.
Figure 4.1: The 2D kagome lattice, with one unit cell highlighted and primitive vectors
a1 and a2 drawn.
When the triangles are twisted and deformed, while keeping the primitive
vectors and connectivity the same, we obtain a fully gapped lattice. Our aim
is to construct a three-dimensional gapped lattice, using this two-dimensional
lattice as a building block.
Perhaps the most straightforward extension of the kagome model to three
dimensions is by layering these two-dimensional sheets and connecting those
sheets vertically. This is accomplished by adding a third primitive vector per-
pendicular to the other two:
a1 = a(1, 0, 0) a2 = a(1/2,
√
3/2, 0) a3 = a(0, 0, 1) , (4.1)
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where a defines the lattice spacing.
This addition of a third lattice vector readily generates the desired stacking
of the triangular unit cells. However, to allow for a broader range of control over
the deformations of the unit cell, we extend our unit cell to contain a vertical
pair of triangles. That is, the equilibrium positions of the sites in the unit cell
form the following triangular prism:
R(1) = −14a3 R(2) = 12a1 − 14a3 R(3) = 12a2 − 14a3
R(4) = + 14a3 R(5) =
1
2a1 +
1
4a3 R(6) =
1
2a2 +
1
4a3
. (4.2)
We shall refer to the sites s = 1, 2, 3 as the bottom triangle and to the sites s =
4, 5, 6 as the top triangle of the unit cell. The eighteen bonds are then induced
by connecting each site to its six nearest neighbours, as shown in Fig.4.2.
Figure 4.2: The unit cell of the stacked kagome lattice, with sites and bonds numbered.
After numbering the bonds we can write down the rigidity for this matrix
rather explicitly, which we have done in the appendix. Independent on the
numbering, the determinant of the rigidity matrix of the above lattice is
det Q(z1, z2, z3) =
33
26
(z1z2)−2(1− z1)2(1− z2)2(1− z3)3(z1 − z2)2, (4.3)
where zi(q) = eιki(q) = e−ιq·ai . Thus we find the determinant of the rigidity
matrix to be zero along the four planes in momentum space given by ki = 0 and
k1 = k2. Our goal is to remove these zero-structures.
28
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4.1 Unit cell deformations
We look to deform the triangular prism unit cell by varying the equilibrium
positions of all six sites, hoping to find a configuration with the property that
det Q(k) is non-zero for all non-zero k. Each site has three degrees of free-
dom for a total of 18 degrees. Although our lattice provides several symmetries
that we could use to remove some trivial degrees of freedom, we would still be
left with a rather large-dimensional problem. Instead we choose to restrict our
problem to deformations that are easily conceptualized. The guiding principle
is to play with the orientation of the top and bottom triangle, while keeping
their shape equilateral and their side lengths exactly one half of the lattice spac-
ing
This leaves us with nine degrees of freedom, three for the orientation of each
triangle and three for the relative position of their centres. For the orientation of
the triangle we consider the following dynamic orthogonal frame. Imagine first
taking the line through the center of the triangle perpendicular to the triangle
surface. Second we draw the angle bisector line of any angle of the triangle.
Finally we define the line through the center of the triangle that is perpendicular
to both those lines. Note that, no matter how we orient the triangle, these lines
defined in this way stay perpendicular.
Any orientation can be reached by rotating the triangle around these three
dynamical axes according to a triple of angles (ψ, φ, θ). First we can rotate the
triangle around the vertical axis by an angle ψ. Then we can roll the triangle
(a) Rotation deformations. (b) Translation deformations.
Figure 4.3: The two types of unit cell deformations.
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over the axis given by the angle bisector under an angle φ. Finally we tilt the
triangle by an angle θ around the axis that is now perpendicular to both the cen-
tral axis and the angle bisector. One advantage of keeping the axes of rotation
dynamic, apart from easing the intuition, is that our rotations commute with
one another.
To further restrict our phase space, we invert the orientation of the top and
bottom triangle, e.g. if the top triangle is turned clockwise, then the bottom tri-
angle turns anticlockwise. For example, a non-zero angle ψ will twist the prism
as if to wring out a we towel. Finally we keep the vertical distance between
the planes constant. In the end we are left with five parameters, three for the
orientation of the triangles, and two for the relative horizontal separation of the
triangles. The action of each of these parameters on the stacked kagome unit
cell is illustrated in Fig.4.3
4.2 One-parameter deformations
To get a feel for the effect of the deformation parameters on the zeroes of the
rigidity matrix we discuss the determinant of each of the deformations sepa-
rately. Firstly, we note that the determinant of the rigidity matrix is invariant
under the sheering induced by a non-zero r. That is to say, for non-zero r we
retain:
det Qr(z1, z2, z3) = −3
3
26
(z1z2)−1(1− z1)2(1− z2)2(1− z3)3(z1 − z2)2. (4.4)
We easily see that this expression vanishes only for zi = 1 or z1 = z2. In terms
of wave-numbers these solutions correspond for the four planes k1 = 0, k2 = 0,
k3 = 0 and k1 = k2 in the Brillouin zone.
However, any reorientation of the triangles causes us to lose some zero-
structures. Non-zero θ or φ cause us to lose the planes k2 = 0 and k1 = k2.
A caveat is that the specific angles (ψ, φ, θ) ∈ {(0, 0, pi3 ), (0, 0, pi2 ), (0, pi2 , 0)} cause
the lattice to become singular, meaning that det Q = 0 everywhere.
The situation gets a bit more interesting when we get to the rotations around
the vertical axis. In this case the k1 = 0 plane breaks down to the single line
k1 = k2 = 0. Thus, for non-zero ψ the only zero-mode structures are the k3 = 0
plane and the k3-axis.
The analytic calculations for finding the above structures is deferred to the
appendix. All zero-energy bulk-modes can be succinctly visualized in Fig.4.4
and listed in Table 4.1. Sadly but unsurprisingly we see that a one-parameter
deformation is not sufficient to completely gap the lattice. Hence we turn our
attention to composite deformations.
30
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Table 4.1: Zero-mode structures for the four one-parameter deformations.
Non-zero par. Planes Lines
none k3 = 0, k1 = 0, k2 = 0, k1 = k2
(r, α) k3 = 0, k1 = 0, k2 = 0, k1 = k2
θ k3 = 0, k1 = 0
φ k3 = 0, k1 = 0
ψ k3 = 0 k1 = k2 = 0
Figure 4.4: Locus of zero modes for different one-parameter deformations of the unit
cell. On the left we have the spectrum of a lattice without any re-orientation of the
triangles, in the middle of the lattice at non-zero φ or θ rotations and on the right of the
lattice at non-zero ψ.
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4.3 Composite deformations on the k3 axis
We found two zero-mode structures that were invariant under one-parameter
deformations: the k3 = 0 plane and the k3 axis. If we restrict our attention to
the k3 axis, we can give complete analytical expressions for the combined action
of up to three variables. First we observe what a general re-orientation of the
triangles does to the k3 axis. Given any value of the three angles ψ, φ and θ the
corresponding determinant is
det Qψθφ(1, 1, z3) = −3
4
2
(1− z3)3(1− cos θ cos φ)2 cos2 θ cos2 φ sin4 ψ
·
[
2 cos θ(3 cos θ + 4 cos φ)− cos 2φ(cos 2θ − 3)
− 4 cos 2ψ(1+ cos θ cos φ)2]. (4.5)
We observe that the k3 axis is either completely zero or completely gapped.
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Next, in the case of non-zero r we set each the angles to zero in turn. It turns
out that all these combinations are also proportional to (1− z3)3, which allows
us to write
det Qrψφθ(1, 1, z3)/(1− z3)3
ψ = 0 0
φ = 0 2234 sin4 θ sin4 ψ(r2 cos2 α sin2 θ − cos2 θ sin2 ψ)
θ = 0 2234 sin4 φ sin4 ψ(r2 sin2 α sin2 φ− cos2 φ sin2 ψ)
From the first row of the table we conclude that a non-zero ψ is a necessary con-
dition to gap the k3-axis, while r seems to play a minor role at best. In fact, we
observe that the combination of actions ψ, φ ∈ (0,−pi/2) or ψ, θ ∈ (0,−pi/2)
does the trick. Hence we will focus our attention on exploring these phase
spaces. At this point it stops being feasible to approach the problem analyti-
cally and we will start relying on numerical computations.
32
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Weyl lines
5.1 Weyl loops
We remember from section 3.1 that the winding numbers as defined in Eq.(3.7)
are invariants if the determinant of the rigidity matrix is non-zero everywhere
in the Brillouin zone apart from the origin. Let us consider what happens if
this condition is not satisfied. For simplicity we will first restrict ourselves to
the two-dimensional case. Suppose our rigidity matrix has a zero at the point
(k˜1, k˜2), with both wave numbers for the sake of argument non-zero. The differ-
ence between two winding numbers calculated around circles on either side of
the zero is
m2(k>1 )−m2(k<1 ) =
∫
S12(k
>
1 )
dφ−
∫
S12(k
<
1 )
dφ =
∫
C
dφ, (5.1)
where C is a small loop around the zero point, see Fig.5.1.
C
S
1(k< ) S1(k> )
-π -k
˜
k
˜
π
k1
-π
π
k2
Figure 5.1: Two S1 contours on different sides of a zero point in the interior of the
Brillouin zone.
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We observe that if the right hand side vanishes, then the winding numbers
around each circle are equal, and we obtain that m2 is still invariant. For this
reason, zeroes for which
∫
C dφ is zero are called topologically trivial. The non-
trivial zeroes then are called the Weyl points of the lattice.
Note in particular that the integral in Eq.(5.1) is mostly independent of the
particular loop C. The only requirement being that the loop must be the (ex-
terior) boundary of a surface that contains the zero point. However, note that
in higher dimensions the choice of surface fails to be unique. As such we must
conclude that an isolated zero in a three-dimensional Brillouin zone is always trivial.
In fact it is not hard to imagine that the lowest-dimensional non-trivial zero-
structures must be closed lines. These lines are what we call Weyl lines.
Not all lines of zero-modes are Weyl lines. For instance in the lattice corre-
sponding to (ψ, φ, θ) = (pi3 , 0, 0) we have shown the k3 axis to be a line of zero
modes (cf. Fig.4.4), however it is clear that all horizontal lines can be deformed
into each other without crossing the central axis. This can be made somewhat
more explicit by rewriting Eq.(A.13) to
det Qψ=pi3 (k1, k2, k3) =
34
24
(1− eιk3)3 [cos k1 + cos k2 + cos(k1 − k2)− 3]2 . (5.2)
Then taking any loop C with constant k3 around the k3 axis will return∫
C
dφψ=pi3 = 3
∫
C
d ◦ arg(1− eιk3) = 0 (i = 1, 2), (5.3)
showing that this line is topologically trivial indeed.
(a)
π 2 π
ω
π
2 π
ϕ
(b)
Figure 5.2: a) Sampling of the Weyl loop at (ψ, φ, θ) = (pi4 ,
5pi
12 , 0). Closer to the origin the
sampling becomes less reliable. b) Phase of the rigidity matrix around the red circular
contour in a) parametrized by the angle ω.
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By a similar argument the horizontal plane is not an obstruction to moving
horizontal S1i -contours around and is in that sense trivial. We conclude that for
the (ψ, φ, θ) = (pi3 , 0, 0) the horizontal winding numbers (m1, m2) are invariant
wherever they are defined.
Weyl lines in three dimensional Maxwellian lattices have already been de-
scribed in the case of the generalized pyrochlore lattice [5], consisting of lines
from the origin of the Brillouin zone to the origin of a Brillouin zone one recipro-
cal lattice vector ahead. That is, these Weyl lines completely traverse a direction
of the 3-torus. What is novel in the stacked kagome lattice, is the existence of
closed loops that do not traverse the Brillouin zone, showing greater potential
for shrinking them to the origin. We call these structures Weyl loops.
The most extensive Weyl loop found in our analysis is depicted in Fig.5.2,
together with a visual proof of topological non-triviality. On the other end of
the size spectrum we seem to find a series of parametrizations that produce
arbitrarily small Weyl loops, as depicted in Fig.5.3. In the next chapter we will
find that this shrinking can completely eliminate the Weyl loop.
ϕ=0.3
ϕ=0.5
ϕ=0.7
ϕ=0.8
ϕ=0.9
Figure 5.3: Sampling of the Weyl structures at ψ = pi/3 and θ = 0 for different values
of φ. As φ grows towards 1 ≈ pi/3 we see the Weyl loop shrink into the origin.
5.2 Edge signature
From Eq.(5.1) we read that in lattices with Weyl lines the winding numbers are
no longer constant. In fact by consulting Fig.5.2b we see that by crossing the
Weyl line the winding numbers will change by unity. As we know that the
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winding numbers encode the number of zero-modes on the right edge, we ex-
pect a zero mode to flip from one to the other edge when crossing the Weyl line.
Figure 5.4: A zero mode
changing edge. The Bril-
louin zone is indicated by
the cylindrical hull, with
the axis and origin of the
Brillouin zone indicated
by the thin black lines.
This relation between the zero-energy edge modes
and the zero-energy bulk modes is arguably best
demonstrated by Fig.5.4, showing the complex plane
from Fig.3.3 with an extra degree of freedom. At dif-
ferent values of k1 we might find the corresponding
zero mode either at the top (|z3(k1)| < 1) or bottom
(|z3(k1)| > 1) edge, or in the bulk (|z3(k1)| = 1).
However, by continuity of these zero-energy struc-
tures we know that if a mode changes side, it must
pass through a non-trivial bulk zero.
Intuitively this can be understood by realizing
that, as |z3| approaches 1 the penetration depth di-
verges, allowing it to hop between sides. A par-
ticularly aesthetically pleasing example of this side
switching is shown in Fig.5.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Zero-energy edge modes bound to horizontal edges for the lattice corre-
sponding to (ψ, φ, θ) = (pi4 ,
5pi
12 , 0). In a) all three bands are shown, while in b) the
middle band isolated with the Weyl loop drawn in green at λ = ∞. The vertical axis
indicates the inverse penetration depth 1/λ = ln |zi| where negative (positive) λ indi-
cates modes bound to the right (left) edge.
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Gapping the kagome lattice
6.1 Soft directions
One thing all the observed Weyl lines have in common is the fact that they form
a connected path to the origin of the Brillouin zone. This suggests the following
conjecture
Conjecture 1. All Weyl Lines are connected to the origin.
Figure 6.1: The linear ap-
proximation (green) to the
Weyl line sampling (blue)
at (ψ, φ, θ) = (pi3 ,
pi
4 , 0),
indicating the soft direc-
tions. Only half of the
Brillouin zone is shown.
This allows us to turn our attention to infinitesimal
spheres around the origin. If our function is gapped
there the conjecture guarantees that the function is
gapped in the entire Brillouin zone. The advantage
is that, instead of the polynomials of trigonometric
functions involved in finding Weyl lines, the problem
of finding these soft directions (see Fig.6.1) is a state-
ment about shared real zeroes of low degree homo-
geneous polynomials. The latter is computationally
much more feasible, allowing us to sweep the com-
plete phase space of triangle orientations, with suffi-
cient resolution to distinguish the important features,
overnight.
To investigate the neighbourhood of the origin, we
expand the determinant of the rigidity matrix around k = 0. Recalling that the
rigidity matrix depends on k only through the complex exponentials e±ιki we
can write down a general form for the expansion
det Q(k) =∑
n
cne−ιn·k =∑
n
∑
m
(−ι)m
m!
cn(n · k)m =∑
m
(−ι)m
m!
Pm(k), (6.1)
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where Pm(k) = cn(n · k)m are homogeneous polynomials of degree m with real
coefficients in three real variables k1, k2 and k3. The first three polynomials (the
constant, linear and quadratic terms) vanish identically. This is a reflection of
the dimension of the kernel of Q(0) being at least d = 3 (cf. Eq.(2.28)) and is
proven in the appendix.
Since the polynomials are entirely real, we read from Eq.(6.1) that the real
(complex) part of det Q(k) is given by summation over the even (odd) degree
polynomials. If det Q(k) is to be zero somewhere on the infinitesimally small
sphere around the origin, then both the lowest order real and the lowest order
complex polynomial have to vanish there. That is, we must have a common real
zero of the third and forth polynomial. This is made rigorous in the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. If the rigidity matrix Q is zero along a path γ that connects to the origin,
then the corresponding third and fourth homogeneous polynomials satisfy
P3(kˆ) = P4(kˆ) = 0 where kˆ =
dγ
d||γ||
∣∣∣∣||γ||=0 .
Proof. As our path connects to the origin we can choose a parametrization such
that γ(0) = 0. Since this is a minimum of ||γ||we can find a small interval [0, δ)
on which ||γ|| is strictly increasing. On this interval we can re-parametrize γ by
its length:
γ : [0, ||γ(δ)||)→ R3 : e 7→ eγˆe s.t. ||γˆe|| = 1. (6.2)
Then we can use the homogeneity of the polynomials to find
0 = =det Q(γ(e)) = ∑m≥1 (−1)
m+1
(2m+1)! e
2m+1P2m+1(γˆe)
0 = <det Q(γ(e)) = ∑m≥2 (−1)
m
(2m)! e
2mP2m(γˆe)
. (6.3)
We can find a very rough upper bound for the homogeneous polynomials over
the unit sphere by
|Pm(γˆe)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∑n cn(n · γˆe)m
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤∑n |cn| |n · γˆe|m ≤ C(
√
3NB)m, (6.4)
since |ni| is strongly bound by the number of rows of Q, which in turn implies
that the summation C = ∑n |cn| is finite. Rearranging Eq.(6.3) to express the
lowest order homogeneous polynomial in the higher order polynomials we ob-
tain the estimate
|P3(γˆe)| ≤ 3!
e3
C ∑
m≥2
e2m+1
(2m + 1)!
(
√
3NB)2m+1
|P4(γˆe)| ≤ 4!
e4
C ∑
m≥3
e2m
(2m)!
(
√
3NB)2m
, (6.5)
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taking e = 0 on both sides we obtain
P3(γˆ0) = 0 and P4(γˆ0) = 0, (6.6)
where
γˆ0 = lim
e→0
eγˆe
e
= lim
e→0
γ(e)− γ(0)
e
=
dγ
de
∣∣∣∣
e=0
. (6.7)
The logical inversion of this lemma, together with the conjecture, gives us
the following theorem:
Theorem 2. If a system described by a rigidity matrix Q does not have any soft direc-
tions, then the system cannot have Weyl structures.
Now what is left is a matter of letting the computer calculate the number
of soft directions for different values of ψ, φ and θ. We have plotted the result
of such sweeps in figures Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3. In the first figure we see that a
region of phase space around ψ = φ = pi/3 and θ = 0 do not have any soft
directions. In the second figure we have plotted the number of soft directions
corresponding to configurations with all three angles non-zero. From this figure
we observe that the zero-soft-direction region does not extend (deeply) into the
θ 6= 0 regime. Furthermore, our investigation in the ψ, φ, θ 6= 0 cube indicates
0 π
12
π
6
π
4
π
3
5 π
12
π
2
0
π
12
π
6
π
4
π
3
5 π
12
π
2
ψ
ϕ
0 π
12
π
6
π
4
π
3
5 π
12
π
2
0
π
12
π
6
π
4
π
3
5 π
12
π
2
ψ
θ
Figure 6.2: Phase space plot showing the number of soft directions for different values
of ψ and φ (left) or ψ and θ (right), where the third angle is kept at zero. The colors rep-
resent the existence of 0 (blue), 2 (cyan), 4 (green), 6 (orange) or ≥8 (red) soft directions
at the origin of the Brillouin zone.
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that soft-direction-less lattices are relatively rare, with our rough search return-
ing the estimates for the soft-direction count distribution as expressed in Table
6.1.
This rareness makes it all the more exciting to find such a relatively large
(though thin) region of parameter-space around ψ, φ = pi/3 and θ = 0, where
the energy spectra of the corresponding lattices are completely devoid of any
soft-directions at the origin, and thus devoid of Weyl structures.
Number of soft directions: 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Percentage of phase space: <0.1 20.0 53.5 17.3 6.9 2.2 <0.1
Table 6.1: Estimate for the distribution of the number of soft directions over the cube
where all three angle-parameters are strictly positive.
Figure 6.3: Phase space plot of configurations where all three angles are strictly positive.
The seven images form a partition of the cube each showing those points with the same
number of soft directions at the origin, with the number of soft directions included
underneath.
0 2 4 6
8 10 12
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6.2 Gapped lattice
We have found a region of space where the lattice is gapped throughout the
Brillouin zone (apart from the origin). The lattice is quite deformed indeed, to a
point where it becomes difficult to recognise the original triangular prism. We
show the unit cell in Fig.6.4 and a section of the full lattice in Fig.6.5.
Figure 6.4: Comparing the unit cell of the twisted kagome lattice (right) under the
rotations ψ = φ = pi/3 versus to the canonical, unperturbed stacked kagome unit cell
(left).
Figure 6.5: A section of 3× 3× 3 unit cells of the twisted stacked kagome lattice.
To our good fortune, we find that the lattice is non-trivially polarized. From
the plots of the phase of the rigidity matrix in Fig.6.6 we can read that the wind-
ing numbers are m1 = m2 = 0 and m3 = 1. Thus our polarization vector is
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given as
P = a3. (6.8)
Let us interpret this result in terms of zero-energy boundary modes. The
expression for the determinant of the rigidity matrix at ψ, φ = pi/3, θ = 0 takes
the form of
det Qψ,φ=pi/3(z1, z2, z3) ∝
Q(z1, z2, z3)
z21z
2
2
, (6.9)
whereQ is a polynomial quartic in both z1 and z2 and cubic in z3. First suppose
we have an edge perpendicular to a3. We set z1 = eιk1 , z2 = eιk2 where we
interpret k1 and k2 as the wave numbers along the 2-dimensional edge. Since
the determinant is polynomial in z3 and thus has zero poles, we expect to see
nright3 = m3 + p
right
3 = 1 (6.10)
zero-energy edge mode on the side where a3 points outwards. By the funda-
mental theorem of algebra we know that the number of roots must equal the de-
gree. As Q is cubic in z3 we expect to find the remaining two zero energy edge
modes on the opposite side. For z1 and z2 the determinant goes as z−2i Q(zi),
thus we have a second-order pole at the origin. Therefore we predict
nrighti = mi + p
right
i = 2 (i = 1, 2) (6.11)
zero-energy edge modes on all vertically oriented sides. The claim of being
completely gapped is now equivalent to saying that the number of zero-energy
edge-modes is invariant under variations in the remaining two ki. These pre-
dictions can be checked against the plots of the zero-energy edge mode bands
contained in Fig.6.7.
π 2π
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0.10
ϕ
π 2π
ky
-0.10
-0.05
0.05
0.10
ϕ
π 2π
kz
2
4
6
8
10
ϕ
Figure 6.6: The phase of the rigidity matrix along the directions k1 (left), k2 (middle)
and k3 (right) with the other two wave numbers fixed at pi.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.7: Zero-energy edge modes plots for the gapped stacked kagome lattice at
ψ, φ = pi/3. The vertical axis indicates the inverse penetration depth 1/λ = ln |zi|
where negative (positive) λ indicates modes bound to the right (left) edge. Figures
(a) through (c) show all zero-energy edge mode bands for edges perpendicular to re-
spectively the xˆ, yˆ or zˆ axis. Note that the top two bands (yellow and blue) in figure
(b) seem to coincide. Figure (d) shows the middle band for the zˆ-edge to illustrate its
strictly increasing behaviour in the relevant regions.
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Chapter7
Dislocations in 3D lattices
7.1 Line dislocations
Now let us see how our lattice reacts to dislocations. We recall from section
3.4 that a dislocation is fully defined by a displacement function u(x). But if
we choose the locus of singularities of the displacement function to be a line
L = {`(s) : s ∈ R}, then the essential features of the dislocation are described
by two geometrical quantities: the line direction d` and the Burgers vector b.
We distinguish two principal cases. If the Burgers vector is orthogonal to the
dislocation line, we have a stacking of the familiar two-dimensional dislocation.
The Burgers vector pushes the unit cells apart in such a way that, to complete
the lattice, we must add a half-plane of unit cells orthogonal to the Burgers
vector and terminating in the dislocation line, see Fig.7.1a. This termination
edge gives the dislocation the name edge dislocation.
On the other hand, if the Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line
(a) Edge dislocation (b) Screw dislocation
Figure 7.1: Example of the two principal types of line dislocations on a square lattice.
Only one sheet of the three-dimensional lattice is depicted.
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no such adding of unit cells is needed. Simply reconnecting the side that was
pushed upwards to the side that was pushed downwards one sheet higher will
result in a smooth lattice, see Fig.7.1b. The resulting geometry resembles a screw
and hence takes its name.
In regards to rigidity charges associated to these dislocation structure we can
formulate the following theorem
Theorem 3. The rigidity charge associated to line defects in a gapped, polarized Maxwellian
lattice can be expressed in terms of the polarization vector of the undistorted lattice, the
Burger’s vector characterizing the type of line defect, and the direction of the line.
Proof. We start from Eq.(3.32), that is
Vcell · νST =
∫
∂S
d2S nˆi
(
Pj∂jui − Pi∂juj
)
. (7.1)
Writing the surface elements explicitly in terms of the canonical coordinate basis
we have
− d2S nˆi := d fi = 12ei`kdx` ∧ dxk conversely dx` ∧ dxk = ei`kd fi. (7.2)
Some Levi-Civita tensor manipulations then allows us to rewrite Eq.(3.32) to
Vcell · νST =
∫
∂S
(−d fi)
(
Pj∂jui − Pi∂juj
)
= Pi
∫
∂S
(
∂iujd f j − ∂jujd fi
)
= Pi
∫
∂S
d fm 2δm[i δ
`
j] ∂`uj = Pi
∫
∂S
d fm em`keijk ∂`uj
= Pi
∫
∂S
eijk ∂`uj dx` ∧ dxk = Pi
∫
∂S
eijk duj ∧ dxk. (7.3)
Now we impose our particular geometry. Consider a
straight line segment of the dislocation line and orient our ba-
sis such that it points in the zˆ direction, that is L = Rzˆ. We
can take S to be the cylinder with radius R centred at and
aligned with L. If the cylinder respects the periodicity of our
lattice the top and bottom surface integrals will cancel by ori-
entation. The sides of the cylinder can then be decomposed in
horizontal circles Cz at varying height z or in vertical lines Lθ
at varying angle θ. With these decompositions we find:
Vcell · νST = Pi
∫ s
−s
eij3 dz
∫
Cz
duj + Pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ eij2R cos θ − eij1R sin θ
∫
Lθ
duj
= Pieij3
∫ s
−s
dz bj + Pi
∫
L0
duj
∫ 2pi
0
dθ eij2R cos θ − eij1R sin θ
=
∫
d ˆ` · (P× b). (7.4)
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Keeping with our analogy with the electromagnetic case, we can treat the
quantity d = b× ∫ d ˆ` as a rigidity dipole moment, giving us the relation
Vcell · νST = P · d (7.5)
Most importantly we see that screw dislocations have zero-dipole, as by
definition their Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line. As such we
come to understand that the screw dislocation does not carry any net rigidity
charge. Since the proof of the theorem is locally valid, this seems to imply that
no charges at all are associated to the screw dislocation.
For the edge dislocation we obtain a result that reduces to the result obtained
in [1] when restricted to two dimensions.
7.2 Screw dislocation in polarized Kagome
To test our claims that screw dislocations are charge-free we numerically cal-
culate the energy spectrum of a screwed stacked kagome lattice. When talking
about screws we have to make the distinction between right-handed and left-
handed screws, or screws and antiscrews.
In the first case, clockwise paths around the dislocation line will move you
up, while for antiscrews anticlockwise paths move you up. Equivalently we can
define screws as having their burgers vector align with the line direction, while
in the antiscrew case the burgers vector points in the opposite direction.
The lovely thing about screws and antiscrews is that square cut-outs of these
screws can be glued together smoothly as shown in Fig.7.2a. This allows us
(a) Screw-antiscrew displacement function. (b) SKL displaced under screw-dislocation.
Figure 7.2: The geometry of the screw-antiscrew displaced SKL unit cell.
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to consider a giant meta unit cell containing one level of two screws and two
antiscrews in the checker-board pattern.
In Fig.7.2b we show a close-up of how the stacked kagome lattice would
be deformed in the case that the dislocation line is vertical. One segment of a
screw consists of (2N)2 kagome unit cells around the dislocation line, such that
a complete meta unit cell, containing four screws, consists of 4(2N)2 kagome
unit cells. Explicit visualizations of these meta unit cells for both horizontal and
vertical dislocation lines are given in Fig.7.3 for N = 3.
Since each stacked kagome unit cell contains 6 sites the screw-antiscrew
meta unit cell contains 6 · 4(2N)2 sites, hence the dynamical matrix D = QTQ
has
NB = dN = 3 · 6 · 4(2N)2 = 288N2 (7.6)
rows and columns. We consider the case N = 6 in which we find 10.368 eigen-
values. Out of these eigenvalues at least three are zero, corresponding to the
three rigid body translations. In Fig.7.4 it can be seen that these remain the only
zero-modes in the screwed lattice.
Since zero-modes and states of self-stress can only be produced in pairs in
accordance with Eq.(2.9), this means that the screw does not introduce any zero-
modes or states of self-stress to the lattice.
(a) Vertical screw-antiscrew unit cell. (b) Horizontal screw-antiscrew unit cell.
Figure 7.3: Two types of screw-antiscrew meta unit cells with N = 3. The vertical
and horizontal refer to the direction of the dislocation line. Each prism represents a
stacked kagome unit cell. For ease of reading the unit cells are drawn in the ψ, φ, θ = 0
configuration.
48
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(a) Horizontal screw-antiscrew meta unit cell compared to a similar flat meta unit cell.
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(b) Vertical screw-antiscrew meta unit cell compared to a similar flat meta unit cell.
Figure 7.4: Histograms of the energy-eigenvalues corresponding to four meta unit cells,
all with N = 6. The vertical axis shows the occurrence of eigenvalues in the range given
on the horizontal axis. All four graphs show a total of 3 eigenvalues around 10−15, far
removed from the rest of the spectrum.
7.3 Dislocation loops
One final geometry we want to mention is that of the dislocation loops. Instead
of an infinite dislocation line, we can think of bending the line into a closed
path. It is important to realize that the Burgers vector would be constant around
the path and that the polarization vector of the undisturbed lattice is constant
throughout space. As such the topological charge of each line segment is given
by the orientation of the line direction with respect to these quantities.
In particular, the gapped stacked kagome lattice has a polarization of P =
a3, as calculated in Eq.(6.8). Interesting geometries will be perpendicular to this
vector and hence must be horizontal. Thus suppose we have the horizontal loop
with Burgers vector as depicted in geometry in Fig.7.5.
We note that the left and right side of the loop are screw dislocations, whereas
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the top and bottom side are composite line dislocations. Traversing the loop in
the canonical direction we see that the bottom is aligned in the a1 direction,
while the top is oppositely aligned. As such we find
∫
d ˆ` = ±Ncella1, with the
plus sign for the bottom line and the minus sign for the top line. Here Ncell
counts the number of unit cells along the line. The charge associated to these
two line pieces can be calculated to be
νST =
1
Vcell
∫
d ˆ` · (P× b) = ±Ncell a1 · (a3 × a2)Vcell = ∓Ncell. (7.7)
So we observe that the bottom line carries one net state of self-stress per unit
cell, while the top line carries one net zero-mode per unit cell. As such we see
that line dislocations can be used to separate rigidity charges into finite regions
in the material.
SSS
ZM
b

P

Figure 7.5: The dislocation loop geometry projected on the kagome lattice.
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Appendix
A.1 Discrete functions are constant iff continuous
Theorem 4. A function from a connected set to a discrete set is continuous if and only
if it is constant, that is
X
connected
g−→ Y
discrete
: g = continuous ⇐⇒ g = constant. (A.1)
Proof. Let g be a continuous function from the connected topological space (X, TX)
to the discrete topological space (Y, TY). The topological definitions of discrete-
ness and continuity are respectively
∀y ∈ Y : {y} ∈ TY and ∀U ∈ TY : g−1(U) ∈ TX, (A.2)
where g−1(U) denotes the pre-image of U under g. Suppose w.l.o.g. that X
is non-empty, take any element x∗ ∈ X and compute y∗ = g(x∗). Then by
continuity and discreteness the following sets are open in X (i.e. elements of
TX):
U = g−1({y∗}) and V = ⋃y∈Y\{y∗} g−1({y}). (A.3)
By the single-valuedness of g it is immediate that U ∩ V = ∅, further we note
that U ∪V = g−1(Y) = X. Thus, by the topological definition of connectedness
∀U, V ∈ TX \ {∅} : U ∪V = X ⇒ U ∩V 6= ∅ (A.4)
and the fact that X 6= ∅ we conclude that V = ∅. That is, if y 6= y∗ there is no
x ∈ X such that g(x) = y, or in other words ∀x ∈ X : g(x) = y∗. Thus g is
constant.
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Conversely let g : X → Y be constant, that is
∃y∗ ∈ Y : ∀x ∈ X : g(x) = y∗, (A.5)
then continuity is easily checked by
∀U ∈ TY : g−1(U) =
{
X if y∗ ∈ U
∅ if y∗ 6∈ U
(A.6)
and the fact that ∅, X ∈ TX by the definition of topology.
A.2 Generalized stacked kagome: explicit formulas
In this section we list some explicit forms pertaining to the definition of the
generalized stacked kagome lattice. First, the primitive vectors are unchanged
from Eq.(4.1). Second, the equilibrium positions of the sites are explicitly
R(1+, 4−) = a
2
√
3
±sψcθ −
√
3cψcφ − cψsφsθ
−cψcθ ∓
√
3sψcφ ∓ sψsφsθ
∓cφsθ ±
√
3sφ ±
√
3
± ar2
cαsα
0

R(2+, 5−) = a
2
√
3
±sψcθ +
√
3cψcφ − cψsφsθ
−cψcθ ±
√
3sψcφ ∓ sφsφsθ
∓cφsθ ∓
√
3sφ ±
√
3
± ar2
cαsα
0
 (A.7)
R(3+, 6−) = a√
3
∓sψcθ + cψsφsθcψcθ ± sψsφsθ
±cφsθ ±
√
3/2
± ar2
cαsα
0

where s· = sin(·), c· = cos(·) allows for a compact notation. The eighteen
bonds are then given in the form [sβ, s′β,∆`β] and can be divided into six groups
as follows:
Bottom horizontal internal: [2, 3, (0, 0, 0)] [3, 1, (0, 0, 0)] [1, 2, (0, 0, 0)]
Bottom horizontal external: [3, 2, (−1, 1, 0)] [1, 3, (0,−1, 0)] [2, 1, (1, 0, 0)]
Top horizontal internal: [5, 6, (0, 0, 0)] [6, 4, (0, 0, 0)] [4, 5, (0, 0, 0)]
Top horizontal external: [6, 5, (−1, 1, 0)] [4, 6, (0,−1, 0)] [5, 4, (1, 0, 0)]
Vertical internal: [1, 4, (0, 0, 0)] [2, 5, (0, 0, 0)] [3, 6, (0, 0, 0)]
Vertical external: [4, 1, (0, 0, 1)] [5, 2, (0, 0, 1)] [6, 3, (0, 0, 1)]
54
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Internal bonds connect sites within the same unit cell, whereas external bonds
connect sites in different unit cells, as can be read from the third term in their
bond description.
Following the order of enumeration from the above bond table, the compat-
ibility matrix takes the form
C(q) =

bˆT1
bˆT2
bˆT3
bˆT4
bˆT5
bˆT6
bˆT7
bˆT8
bˆT9
bˆT10
bˆT11
bˆT12
bˆT13
bˆT14
bˆT15
bˆT16
bˆT17
bˆT18
0 −1 1
1 0 −1 O
−1 1 0
0 e−ιq·a1 −1
−1 0 e−ιq·a2 O
e−ιq·a12 −1 0
0 −1 1
O 1 0 −1
−1 1 0
0 e−ιq·a1 −1
O −1 0 e−ιq·a2
e−ιq·a12 −1 0
−I I
e−ιq·a3 I −I

(A.8)
where a12 = a2 − a1. The notation should be interpreted that each number in
the matrix grid multiplies the triple on the far left in the same row. Check that
this turns the matrix into a 18 by 18 square matrix. The bond directions bˆβ are
defined in terms of the equilibrium positions R(s) in Eq.(2.20).
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A.3 One-parameter deformation calculations
The determinant for the rigidity matrix for a tilt under the angle θ is
det Qθ(z1, z2, z3) =− 126 (z1z2)
−2(1− z1)2(1− z3)3(2− cos θ)2(2+ cos2 θ)2 cos2 θ
· (4 cos2 θ − 1)[z1(z2 − cos θ) + z2(1− 2z2 + z2 cos θ)]2,
(A.9)
where we readily observe the k1 = 0 and k3 = 0 planes. The term in square
brackets involving z2 involves a sum of two complex numbers. This can only
be zero if the modulus of both numbers are equal, which gives the requirement
0 = |z2 − cos θ|2 − |1− 2z2 + z2 cos θ|2 = −4(1− cos θ)(1−<z2), (A.10)
where we used |zi| = 1. For non-zero θ this restricts z2 to 1, which after substi-
tution into the bracketed expression gives (z1 − 1)(cos θ − 1) = 0. Hence, this
term is zero only on the line k1 = k2 = 0, which is already included in the k1 = 0
plane. Further note that Eq.(A.9) is identically zero on the entire Brillouin zone
when cos θ = 12 or cos θ = 0. The former is because the rotation under θ = pi/3
maps the sites s = 3 and s = 6 on top of each other, effectively causing a bond to
disappear from the unit cell. In the latter case the planes have tilted 90◦ towards
each other and now form a 2D-structure.
Next, for non-zero φ we find
det Qφ(z1, z2, z3) = −3
3
26
(z1z2)−2(1− z1)2(1− z3)3(2− cos φ)2 cos6 φ
· [z1(cos φ− 2+ z2) + z2(1− z2 cos φ)]2. (A.11)
Again we have the planes k1 = 0 and k3 = 0. By the same argument as above,
the bracketed term does not contribute any new zero-mode structures, and φ =
pi/2 causes the two triangles to be coplanar.
Finally for non-zero ψ we have
det Qψ(z1, z2, z3) =− 3
2
26
(z1z2)−2(1− z3)3(5− 4 cosψ)2
·
[
3(1− z1)2(1− z2)2(z1 − z2)2(1− 2 cosψ)2
− 4[(z21 + z2)(1+ z2) + z1(1− 6z2 + z22)]2 sin2 ψ
]
. (A.12)
Let us first treat the case where ψ = pi/3. For this value the determinant sim-
plifies to
det Qψ=pi3 (z1, z2, z3) =
34
26
(1− z3)3
(z1z2)2
[(z21 + z2)(1+ z2) + z1(1− 6z2 + z22)]2,
(A.13)
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which vanishes on the k3 = 0 plane and wherever the expression in the square
brackets equals zero. For the bracketed term we note the inequality
|z21 + z2| · |1+ z2| ≤ 4 ≤ |1− 6z2 + z22|, (A.14)
with equality if and only if z1 = z2 = 1. A quick substitution in Eq.(A.12) shows
that the line k1 = k2 = 0 is indeed a line of zeroes of the determinant. In fact,
together with the k3 = 0 plane it is the only location where the determinant
vanishes for any ψ 6= 0.
To show that ψ 6= pi/3 does not have any other zero-points, we note that
these points would satisfy
2√
3
sinψ
1− 2 cosψ = ±
(1− z1)(1− z2)(z1 − z2)2(1− 2 cosψ)
(z21 + z2)(1+ z2) + z1(1− 6z2 + z22)
. (A.15)
Note that the cases we treated above are exactly the cases for which one of the
divisions on either side becomes ill-defined. Now all is left is the observation
that the left-hand side is obviously real and non-zero, whereas the left hand side
is completely imaginary. This can be seen by using α/β ∈ ιR ⇐⇒ α∗β ∈ ιR
and a direct but tedious calculation giving
(1− z∗1)(1− z∗2)(z∗1 − z∗2)[(z21 + z2)(1+ z2) + z1(1− 6z2 + z22)] (A.16)
= 2ι=
[
z2
(
|z21 + z2|+ 2<(z1) + 2<(z1z∗2)
)
(1− z∗1)(7− 7z2 + z22 − z∗2)
]
.
Thus Eq.(A.15) has no solutions for non-zero ψ.
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A.4 Relation between nullity and lowest order
In Chapter 6 we used the fact that the nullity of Q(0) is at least d = 3 to ar-
gue that the expansion of Q(k) around k = 0 contains no constant, linear or
quadratic term. This follows from the following general lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider a smooth, matrix-valued function A : Rn → Matm×m(C) and a
point p in the domain of A, then
|α| < nullA(p) ⇒ (∂α det A)(p) = 0, (A.17)
where α = (α1, . . . , αn) is a multi-index, |α| := ∑i αi and ∂α := ∂α11 · · · ∂αnn .
Proof. For notational simplicity set k = nullA(p). Every complex square matrix
admits a singular value decomposition. That is
A(p) = USV∗, (A.18)
where U, V are unitary matrices and S is the diagonal matrix with the singu-
lar values of A(p) along the diagonal in ascending order. Since all vectors in
the kernel of A(p) are zero-eigenvectors of A(p)∗A(p), we find that the first k
entries on the diagonal of S are zero.
Using the unitary matrices U and V we can extend the singular matrix S to
the matrix-valued function
S(x) =
(
s1(x), . . . , sn(x)
)
:= U∗A(x)V, (A.19)
where the first k column vectors satisfy si(p) = 0. Writing the determinant as a
wedge product we can use the product rule to evaluate
∂i
(
s1(x) ∧ · · · ∧ sm(x)
)
=∑
j
s1(x) ∧ · · · ∧ ∂isj(x) ∧ · · · ∧ sm(x). (A.20)
For the higher-order derivative ∂α we obtain a summation over m|α| terms,
where each term contains at most |α| differentiated column vectors. Since we
assumed |α| < k, this process leaves at least k − |α| ≥ 1 of the first k column
vectors undifferentiated. Taking x to p, these undifferentiated column vectors
evaluate to 0. Hence we find
(∂α det A) (p) = det(UV∗) · (∂α det S) (p) = 0. (A.21)
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